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visit our new website
www.tubetoday.com

A new look for Tubetoday. Our website change, is renewed. Articles, 
editorials, news in real time during fairs or events. Among the new 
features of the dedicated columns: in addition to the di�erent special for 
each issue of the in-depth sections.
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The uncertainty of political stability derives from a mechanism for economic sta-
bility: what an irony
There is a Europe that tests its political stability with a discussion on the Recovery 
Fund and European Stability Mechanism, intended to protect economic stability,. 
Destiny puts a great dose of irony, as always, and politics, also in this case as 
always, a good dose of myopia. The future of Europe is played by Conte and Rutte: 
the first, holding a pair of eight, the second with a color, specifically money, those 
who absolutely do not want to hear about sharing with the Mediterranean coun-
tries, France included, on her knees for a health emergency faced from the chest 
and not with her hand over her eyes.
In the end, Conte’s victory with a pair of eight only accentuates the image of a Eu-
rope hopelessly divided into three large groups, the North, the South and the East, 
with Germany’s Merkel pensioner engaged in the vain, but admirable, attempt to 
keep up a shack that makes water from all sides: sooner or later, even the Teutonic 
boy will finish his fingers to insert into the holes that open in the blue-starry dam 
right from Holland. At that point then the flood will drown the dreams and hopes 
of three true statesmen, De Gasperi, Schumann, Adenauer, left in the hands of 
personalities of quite another caliber and thickness, not adequate to overcome 
partisan interests to achieve a higher purpose and wider.
Pessimistic outlook? Maybe. But a Europe incapable of jointly managing political, 
military and social crises, now finds itself having to admit that it is unable to jointly 
manage a health emergency, even failing miserably in finding a purely economic 
agreement to support not only the member states in difficulty, but also that glimmer 
of unity that has remained.
It is not a question of populism: it is a question of appearing not up to par with the 
Europeans. Faced with an economy based on the ability to work together, in part, 
and to share markets and that needs, in almost every country of the Union, the 
same attention: defense of production, high guard on the costs of materials first, 
and many other actions excellently summarized by Cecimo in its decalogue for 
the post Covid-19.
It is difficult, in such a context, to be able to think of optimism and a positive fu-
ture, also due to the objective difficulty that the health emergency has caused to 
many companies in many European countries.
Among the main novelties of this issue, the postponement of Euroblech until next 
March. Euroblech was the fair that had most resisted the postponement, but faced 
with the changing scenarios of the epidemic in countries traditionally very impor-
tant for the world of sheet metal and machinery, from South America to the Far 
East, the organizers preferred to give the appointment to 2021.
Resite instead BIMU which is betting strongly on the possibility of a return to nor-
mal in the autumn, as well as Tube, also scheduled for December.
As for our magazine, we continue our commitment to give our readers information 
on news from the world of machine tools, steel and pipe and pipeline applications, 
more significant than ever at this time when contacts are limited. Don’t stop fol-
lowing us.
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and bending.
According to the production pro-
cess there are in fact two main 
types of tubes: 
• Tubes equipped with welding 
bead: obtained from metal strips 
bent and welded along their en-
tire length;
• Tubes without weld seam: 
obtained by extrusion.

The presence or absence of the 
weld seam has an important in-
fluence on the pipe’s response 
to deformation. This happens 
because, due to the high tem-
perature that is generated in the 
welded area, the material assu-
mes chemical-physical characte-
ristics different from the rest of 
the piece and consequently a 
different elastic and deformation 
response to stress.
For this reason during bending, 
but also during laser cutting, it 
is necessary that the weld bead 

The link between production, 
cutting and deformation
In tube processing, the different 
technologies that come into play 
are influenced by the physical 
and geometrical characteristics 
of the piece (diameter, thickness 
and material), the way it has 
been produced and the order in 
which it has been processed.
Below are some key concepts for 
tube processing, the link betwe-
en the various processes, the 
possible problems that this link 
generates and the reason why 
3D laser cutting can be the ulti-
mate solution to certain feasibili-
ty problems.

The influence of the weld bead 
on the cutting and bending 
of the tube
The technology with which a 
tube is produced has an impor-
tant influence on subsequent 
processing, especially cutting 

Technological development in 
tube processing processes, the 
result of growing needs in ter-
ms of productivity and above all 
flexibility, has led to the creation 
of plants capable of performing 
extremely precise and complex 
machining operations on already 
bent, hydroformed or shaped tu-
bes. In this type of pcrocessing, 
3D laser cutting technology 
plays an increasingly important 
role.

Written by: Press Office BLM

BLM

3D laser cutting and other 
technologies in curved or 
hydroformed tube
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waste of time and material. The-
re are, however, laser cutting and 
tube bending systems capable of 
dialoguing with each other to 
automatically compensate for 
the displacement of the geome-
tries resulting from the bending 
and guarantee the right first pie-
ce immediately.

Laser cutting of the bent 
or hydroformed tube
If cutting geometries must be 
made on the bent or hydrofor-
med tube near or directly on the 
areas subject to deformation, it 
is impossible to perform such 
machining before the workpiece 
is deformed. This is because the 
shape of the cutting geometry 
would deform in turn, and mo-
reover, around it a concentration 
of stresses would be generated 
that would in all probability lead 
to the breakage of the piece.

3D laser cutting of the bent, 
hydroformed or shaped tube 
effectively responds to this pro-
blem. This type of process is car-
ried out with 5-axis laser cutting 
systems or robotic 3D laser cut-
ting systems that are able to fol-
low the profile to be cut in every 
point of the tube, thus creating 
those geometries that could not 
have been realized before the 
deformation process.
In the tube at the bottom, for 
example, you can see the pre-
sence of a hole made right on 
the extrados of the curve. If the 
hole had been made before the 
execution of the curve, the pipe 
would not have resisted the cur-
vature.

ity of the material.
In bending, one of the main 
difficulties is the control of the 
springback and the deformation 
of the material, two phenomena 
depending on various factors in-
cluding the bending technology 
used: stretch, bending, fixed or 
variable radius, the material and 
geometry of the tube, the average 
radius and the bending angle.
In fact, the bent pipe is always 
subject both to a springback that 
manifests itself in a slight re-
duction of the bending angle im-
mediately after machining, and 
to two deformation effects that 
are the elongation of the pipe 
and the modification of the pipe 
thickness near the bend: higher 
in the intrados and lower in the 
extrados.
In order to prevent errors on the 
part caused by these phenomena, 
there are CNC tube bending ma-
chines equipped with program-
ming software able to calculate 
elongation and springback of the 
tube and that allow to obtain the 
right first part immediately, avoi-
ding rejects and initial multiple 
attempts.

Moreover, in the event that cut-
ting to size, holes or other geo-
metries have already been made 
on the tube, it is necessary to 
keep in mind that due to the 
elongation of the tube during the 
bending phase their position will 
be modified by the stretching of 
the material.
Predicting the extent of this shift 
is a non-trivial problem, general-
ly addressed through numerous 
attempts with the consequent 

is always in the same position, 
so that the tube always responds 
in the same way and the repea-
tability of the pieces obtained is 
guaranteed.

The many solutions 
for cutting the tube
The tube can be cut with dif-
ferent technologies: manually 
using grinding wheel, band saw, 
oxyfuel cutting, etc., or automa-
tically using automatic sawing 
machines, laser cutting systems, 
knife cutting, plasma cutting, 
etc..
Tube cutting can also be used to 
make joints, supports or joints 
between several tubes, appli-
cations that sometimes requi-
re the realization of complex 
cutting geometries. In this case 
the simplest technologies such 
as disc cutting and other ma-
nual technologies do not always 
guarantee the required levels of 
productivity, precision and fea-
sibility.
Other technologies come into 
play, including laser tube cutting 
with Lasertube systems, which 
allows complex geometries to be 
produced even with open profi-
les or special sections.

Tube curvature and its effect 
on the position of the cutting 
geometries
Cutting is just one of the many 
processes that can be carried out 
on the metal tube. In fact, there 
are deformation processes such 
as bending, shaping, hydrofor-
ming, etc., which aim to make 
the tube take the desired shape 
without interrupting the continu-

Written by: Press Office BLM

LASER
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ADIGE 7 was born as the result of the ethical 
and entrepreneurial vision of the BLM GROUP, 
a low-energy building in perfect harmony with 
the surrounding environment where the pro-
duction staff operates in bright and air-conditio-
ned environments.

ADIGE 7 was built with tubular steel lattice 
structures that guarantee infinite durability and 
complete re-use, prefabricated elements and as-
sembled on site.
The use of the tube has made it possible to si-
gnificantly reduce the weight of the structure, 
as well as the surface to be treated and painted 
over.

Inside, ADIGE 7 welcomed all Lasertube pro-
duction and fully understood the challenges 
launched by Industry 4.0, integrating advanced 
materials management tools, coordinated by the 

company MES system (SAP MII), which allow 
the just-in-time distribution of materials to the 
various departments and the shipment of spare 
parts in the shortest possible time.

In this fully automated Smart Factory, the ma-
chines themselves coordinate their construction, 
through digital check-lists and producing data 
that they need to learn while they are built, sto-
ring technical and management data such as me-
asurements, offsets, variables and serial numbers 
of critical components, ensuring the traceability 
of information throughout its life cycle.

A plant built around man where architecture, te-
chnology and landscape work together to offer 
maximum well-being in the workplace and al-
low those who work there to express themselves 
at their best and in activities with high added 
value.

ADIGE 7: ARCHITECTURE OF A SMART FACTORY

LASER
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The importance 
of programming software
3D laser cutting systems need 
powerful software tools for their 
programming because they 
have to calculate the move-
ments of the degrees of freedom 
(at least 5) necessary to follow 
any three-dimensional path in 
space. The same software tools 
must be flexible enough to faci-
litate not only the production of 
large batches, but also small ba-
tches and prototype production, 
a feature increasingly felt in 
many industrial sectors such 
as Automotive where they are 
often used for the production 
of large series. The use of a 3D 
laser cutting system equipped 
with software that allows offline 
programming and rapid set-up 

from the business world 

of the part is essential to obtain 
the production flexibility needed 
to respond quickly to changing 
market demands.

Manage the scrap caused 
by the deformation process
Scrap is always present after 
bending, hydroforming or defor-
mation operations, as part of the 
material is gripped by the clam-
ping vices of the bending ma-
chines or by the press moulds. 
In these cases it is therefore ne-
cessary to eliminate the waste by 
trimming.

Since this type of machining is 
carried out around the entire 
diameter of the tube in its two 
end parts, the use of a robot de-
dicated to handling the workpie-

ce is the ideal solution, as it po-
sitions the two ends of the tube 
with the best orientation so that 
the 5-axis laser cutting head can 
perform the machining.
The robot, as a workpiece han-
dling element, is particularly 
suitable for cutting curved or 
hydroformed tubes as it arranges 
the workpiece in a sequence of 
different positions and allows 
the cutting head to perform ma-
chining operations on any point 
on the surface in a single cycle.

Advantages of 3D laser cutting 
of bent or hydroformed tubes
The use of 3D laser cutting equi-
pment in the cutting of bent or 
hydroformed tubes offers impor-
tant advantages for production:
1. Several different processes in 
a single process: 3D laser cut-
ting makes it possible to perform 
on the already deformed tube 
all the operations that would 
otherwise have to be done on 
separate machines. This elimina-
tes semi-finished products to be 
handled, stored or placed on de-
dicated machines, streamlining 
the entire production process.

2. Higher quality of the manu-
factured parts: laser cutting ma-
kes it possible to obtain precise 
geometries, free of burrs or me-
chanical deformations, which do 
not require further finishing ope-
rations.

3. No need for cutting equip-
ment or dedicated jigs: with 3D 
laser cutting and thanks to the 
use of the robot for handling the 
part, jigs and dedicated cutting 
equipment are no longer neces-
sary.

TAGLIOLASER
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news

Azak Tool Technologies, 
a new saw company from Turkey
As Azak Tool Technologies, we are the new brand in HSS circular saw 
blade market and we are manufacturing with the latest technology ma-
chines for heat treatment, grinding, toothing, coating, testing and in-
spection in our premises, located at Dilovasi Industrial zone, where is 

70km east of Istanbul, Turkey. We use top 
quality raw material with 1.3343 DIN 
Standart, supplied from European Pre-
mium manufacturers. Our product range 
varies between diameters 160-630 mm 
and we are able to provide semi-finished 
or fully-finished products..
We started production of HSS saw blades 
at the beginning of April 2019. Since then 

we have also completed the first tests of our saw blades in different 
customer locations and conditions. The test results are quite good and 
promising but also give us chance to further develop ourselves.
Our main strengths can be mentioned as;
• We offer quite competitive price/performance ratio.
• We work with high level of stock. So, our delivery time is much better 
 than competitors.
• We produce high quality saw blades with very low side run out  
 values.
Right now, we export our products over than 25 countries. We are glad 
to say that as Azak we accomplished many things in a short period of 
time and we would like to enhance our presence in the world to sell our 
products in other countries.
We are aiming to produce a complete cutting tools portfolio within five 
years. In the mid-term we also plan to complete our worldwide presen-
ce and network by choosing the right and reliable partners. Within this 
period, we also would like to further develop our product quality.

32.BI-MU: 
First event for 
the sector after 
the forced stop
Good trend for the applications 
to exhibit: over 550 companies 
confirmed their participation. 
From 14 to 17 in total safety

Meeting confirmed for the 32th 
edition of BI-MU at fieramila-
no Rho from 14 to 17 October.  

During the lockdown period 
due to the health emergency, the 
work for the exhibition organisa-
tion has never stopped and now, 
four months before the event, the 
staff’s activity is getting into full 
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year’s edition of BI-MU plays an even more important role, because it 
represents the very first exhibition event for the sector in 2020. Actual-
ly, the health emergency forced a cancellation or postponement of all 
exhibitions dedicated to the sector all over the world, which should 
have taken place in the months before BI-MU, thus leaving all operators 
without opportunities for meeting.
Moreover, considering the time positioning just before the year’s end, 
32.BI-MU will reasonably coincide with the moment when the enterpri-
ses will start again their new investments after the forced freeze in con-
sumption. Investments will also be boosted by the incentive measures of 
the Transition Plan 4.0 ensured by the Budget Law 2020.
“After all – stated Alfredo Mariotti, General Manager of UCIMU-SISTEMI 
PER PRODURRE – the recovery of machine tool consumption in Italy 
and in Europe expected already from the beginning of 2021, actually 
confirms how the end of 2020 may be the appropriate period for the en-
terprises to resume a full management of their activities, while planning 
new investments in production technologies”.
A strategic time positioning together with the fact that the exhibition ta-
kes place every two years, making it an even more unmissable event for 
the companies that wish to present themselves in the market: these are  
among the main reasons that already led over 500 enterprises to confirm 
their participation in the trade show.
In consideration of the official reopening of the exhibition activities in 
Italy set for 14 July 2020, organisers and fieramilano are working, in 
order to implement all necessary actions to comply with the regulations 
in terms of safety and public healthcare as provided for by the Govern-
ment authorities.
“Very soon – added Alfredo Mariotti – we will be able to convey clear 
rules and directions to our operators regarding organisation and beha-
viour directives, which will allow exhibitors and visitors to take part in 
the event in full safety, while ensuring a pleasant stay with maximum 
comfort in completely sanitised exhibition areas”.
In anticipation of a live experience of the product offering on show, 
expression of a renewed technological index of products, BI-MU is pro-
posing interesting insights on the website bimu.it. In the page “The Exhi-
bitors’ Opinion”, it is possible to read many interviews with enterpri-
ses that chose to take part in 32.BI-MU, explaining the reasons of their 
choice. The section dedicated to BI-MU events features the programme 
“Waiting for 32.BI-MU: the Webinars of BI-MUpiù”. As a cycle of online 
meetings, with free participation and organised by the staff of UCIMU 
starting from the month of June, the webinars of BI-MUpiù actually an-
ticipate some of the topics that will be then analysed and discussed in 
the BI-MUpiù arena during the exhibition days.
Details on the programme of events and approaching webinars and 
information regarding participation in the exhibition are available on 
bimu.it.

swing, focusing on stand alloca-
tions, new initiatives and arran-
gements of all services ad hoc for 
the operators that will take part in 
the trade show.
Promoted by UCIMU-SISTE-
MI PER PRODURRE, the Italian 
machine tools, robots and au-
tomation systems manufactu-
rers’ association, and organised 
by EFIM-ENTE FIERE ITALIANE 
MACCHINE, 32.BI-MU is the 
most important Italian exhibition 
dedicated to the industry of metal 
forming and metal cutting machi-

ne tools, additive manufacturing, 
robots, digital manufacturing and 
automation, enabling technolo-
gies and subcontracting.
The only trade show in Italy with 
real international appeal, this  
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cess cutting speed and feed rates. 
Switch cabinets with step-by-step 
switching units provided for the 
control of the entire system – a 
milestone on the way to automa-
ted logistics and processing.

Simple solutions were 
more in demand at first
In the following years, however, 
KASTO storage technology deve-
loped more slowly than expected. 
It was obvious that the highly te-
chnical, complex storage systems 
were ahead of their time, so they 

were only suitable for a few tech-
nologically-advanced customers. 
The KASTO Sawing Center con-
sisted of a cantilever arm storage 
system with a portal operating 

At the core of modern logistics
KASTO has already installed more than 2,200 automatic storage sy-
stems all over the world – despite the fact that this business segment is 
still relatively young compared to sawing technology. The success of the 
company’s storage systems division started in the 1970s and has since 
continued unbroken – not least thanks to ongoing development and in-
novations through which KASTO continually raises bar stock and sheet 
metal storage standards to new levels. At the beginning of the 1970s, 
KASTO was already a well-known manufacturer of metal sawing machi-
nes, with an extensive portfolio of hacksaws and circular saws. In 1972, 
however, the company ventured into another segment with a comple-
tely new project – for its own production and that of a customer, KASTO 
developed a fully-automatic cantilever arm portal storage system which 
could store bar stock in long goods cassettes. This was the first step into 

KASTO’s extremely successful storage technology business.
The two storage systems already have integrated circular saws. The sto-
red material is cut to size in fully-automatic procedures and residual 
pieces are also stored again in independent processes. KASTO designers 
used sliders on the cassettes to indicate the technical properties of the 
materials required by the saws. The sliders enabled the machines to ac-
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device, single bar stock handling 
and integrated sawing machines 
– and in 1978, the company pre-
sented it to the industry with re-
sounding success.
In the years that followed, the 
company significantly expanded 
its product portfolio with a con-
stant stream of pioneering inno-
vations. For example, in 1986, 
KASTO presented the first storage 
systems with an overhead design, 
and 1993 saw the birth of the KA-
STO honeycomb storage system. 
A fully-automatic stacking yoke 
storage system was introduced 
in 2002, and an in-line storage 
system for sheet metal was mar-
keted in 2004. The company is a 
pioneer in the development of all 
types of storage systems and sets 
new trends with ground-breaking 
ideas, such as the conversion to 
the “goods to the person” system. 
Evidence of the increasing im-
portance of the KASTO storage 
systems division can also be seen 
in the company’s own production 
capacities: production facilities 
are being expanded and halls are 
being enlarged and adapted to 
the changed requirements. KA-
STO is also increasingly pushing 
the development of the required 
software in-house – and this has 
meanwhile become a unique sel-
ling point for the company.

Lighthouse projects set 
new standards
Together with its customers, 
KASTO repeatedly realises 
ground-breaking lighthouse 
projects that raise storage tech-
nology standards to a completely 
new level. The company creates 

systems with several aisles, different storage and retrieval machines on 
one rail and extensive peripheral devices. Yet another milestone was ful-
ly-automated order picking from the bar stock cassette, used for the first 
time in 2002. In 2013, the company presented a system that enabled the 
automated distribution of stored materials to truck routes, which proved 
to be a boon to the sector – and especially for steel traders.
The largest KASTO storage system to date is located on the Kicherer 
company’s premises in Ellwangen in Baden-Wuerttemberg. A total of 
six storage and retrieval machines, 10,000 cassette slots, two route di-
stribution systems and the corresponding control and administration 
software ensure a smooth material flow. However, the company’s own 
logistics centre at its headquarters in Achern is also quite spectacular. 
It is a honeycomb warehouse for bar stock, sheet metal, bulky goods 
and Euro pallets, which are handled by a storage and retrieval machine 
and picked by a separate manipulator. A KASTOtec bandsaw machine 
and a KASTOvariospeed circular saw machine are also integrated into 
the system. The KASTOvariospeed machine is equipped with a robotic 
sorting programme, a deburring device and automated label supply and 
container management systems. The centre thus is home to all of the 
KASTO storage system division’s products.

Increasing demands require fresh ideas
The development of storage technology is an ongoing process at KA-
STO, because the demands on the systems are also increasing: they 
have to maintain a powerful performance over a long period of time and 
their availability levels must always be extraordinarily high. Intelligent 
software solutions are required – they enable the systems to organise 
themselves, to work in a time and route-optimised manner and to be 
seamlessly integrated into the widest possible range of IT environments. 
There is also a trend towards automated material handling at the storage 
and retrieval stations, aimed at achieving an optimal level of unmanned 
handling. Combinations of storage facility and sawing centre are also 
increasingly in demand, not only for direct order picking of the material, 
but to realise a fully-automatic sawing process that includes sorting.

KASTO invests a considerable amount in its product development, sin-
ce this will enable the company to continue fulfilling the wishes of its 
customers in the future. Existing solutions are continuously improved 
and optimised, and the portfolio is constantly being expanded with new 
ideas. KASTO’s aims are to continually increase the output of the storage 
systems, to provide materials even more flexibly and to reduce the costs 
per access. The company is currently focusing on the peripherals, be-
cause robots and manipulators that can handle the stored or sawn ma-
terial in fully-automated procedures offer customers significant process 
and cost advantages. The sector is eagerly awaiting more pioneering 
innovations from KASTO in the future.
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to quickly discern potential boo-
sts in productivity without much 
effort while, at the same time, 
providing them with an entry 
point into the world of digitised 
welding production”, says Lars 
Braun, Product Manager at Lor-
ch Schweißtechnik, summarising 
the benefits of the solution.
The company’s long years of 
experience in the area of digital 
process technology - Lorch ranks 
among the pioneers in this field 
- have enabled them to engineer 
Lorch Connect as an extremely 
user-friendly solution: All it takes 
is to hook up the Lorch Connect 
Gateway to a compatible Lor-
ch welding system. The gateway 
transmits all welding data gathe-
red during the welding process 
to the Lorch Connect Portal - ei-
ther via a WLAN or a hard-wired 
network connection. When con-
nected to an optional scanner, 
the Lorch Connect Gateway can 
capture such production-relevant 
data as order number or part in-
formation for subsequent analy-
ses and calculations of cost.
The flow of data converges on 
the Lorch Connect Portal, whe-
re it can easily be accessed by 
the user at any time and from 
anywhere via a Web browser. The 
core benefits include such analy-
sis options as the user-friendly 
dashboard, which displays the 
key performance indicators, e.g. 
duty cycles, arc-on times or para-
meter values, in a quick and cle-
arly arranged manner. Apart from 
providing a quick overview of the 
current consumption data, these 
indicators also make it easier to 
detect any deviations and errors, 

Lorch Connect offers an easy entry 
into the world of digitally unified 
welding 
Cost, performance, and documentation: 
All key welding data always in view at a glance.

Never before has it been this easy to make welding production fully 
transparent. Lorch Connect now enables companies to track every de-

tail of their productivity and their processes in welding production. The 
focus linked to the key performance indicators (KPIs) and features of 
Lorch Connect is placed on the welding times, the cost incurred for 
each weld seam and the documentation of relevant parameters. All that 
without the need for an extensive IT installation or large investment 
sums.
The welding technology and production processes involved to produce 
a weld seam are certainly complex from a physical standpoint and hin-
ge significantly on the expertise of the welder. Until now, a transparent 
insight into the welding process was neither common nor could it be 
taken for granted, even though digital data recording and analysis pro-
vide true added value in this particular area. A process in welding pro-
duction that is digitised and interlinked will deliver essential data and 
facts about cost and consumption and even help uncover abnormalities 
and errors.
“With Lorch Connect we have succeeded in offering companies a way 
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allowing for immediate process 
optimisation.
For the purposes of quickly cap-
turing the actual cost of a part 
or swiftly getting an idea of how 
profitable an entire order is, the 
solution offers direct cost con-
trolling. The basis for the calcula-
tion is formulated by individually 
maintained master data which 
includes the prices of gases and 
welding wires as well as the costs 
of energy and labour. This allows 
for a straightforward recalcula-
tion of orders and the accurate 
preparation of offers based on 
comparable orders. 
Last, but not least, Lorch Connect 
can also be used to document the 
welding data produced by the 
connected systems: Each indivi-
dual weld seam is recorded with 
its production-relevant data and 
can be retrieved with the associa-
ted welding parameters later on. 
This lets the user effortlessly un-
cover any deviations and abnor-
malities in the individual weld se-
ams. Better yet, the solution also 
provides for traceability in the 

event of a complaint.
As an added bonus for all Lorch customers: The Lorch Connect Gateway 
is compatible with more than just all newly purchased systems. Welding 
systems of the S- and P-series as well as MicorMIG and MicorMIG Pulse 
machines that are already in use (up to an age of 10 years) can also be 
connected to the portal via the gateway. Other series of machines are 
currently under preparation. This extensive compatibility allows compa-
nies to make long-term plans for their existing machine park.
All current Lorch Connect features can be used at no charge for a pe-
riod of one year after purchase of the Lorch Connect Gateway. After 
that, the solution can be used as a subscription service for 9.90 euros 
per gateway and month. Customers currently purchasing a new S-series 
machine are treated to the option of acquiring a customised S-Edition 
package at a special discount. Aside from Lorch Connect with Gateway 
and a 12-month user licence, the package also comes with the SpeedUp 
welding process that allows for dramatically faster vertical-up welding. 
“In these challenging times, where decentralised working is becoming 
another factor of increasing importance, criteria such as networking and 
transparency of the work 
processes - untethered 
from a specific location 
- have become essential 
to continued success in 
the marketplace. By co-
operating with our users 
we have managed to de-
vise a solution in Lorch 
Connect that is relevant 
to the companies’ every-
day business, puts them 
in a position to work with 
even greater efficiency, 
and lets them take their 
production processes to a new level in terms of cost and flow analysis”, 
concludes Lars Braun.

Lorch Schweißtechnik GmbH is one of the leading manufacturers of arc 
welding systems for industrial applications and the demanding metal 
working trade as well as for use in automation with robots and collabo-
rative robot systems. For more than 60 years, Lorch’s premium quality 
systems have been manufactured in Germany at one of the world’s most 
cutting-edge manufacturing plants for welding equipment and exported 
to more than 60 countries. The welding equipment engineered by Lor-
ch merges first-rate suitability for real-world applications with superior 
ease of use and outstanding efficiency, setting new technological stan-
dards in the marketplace.
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EuroBLECH 2020 postponed: 26th 
International Sheet Metal Working 
Technology Exhibition will take place 
from 9 - 12 March 2021 in Hanover, 
Germany
EuroBLECH Digital Innovation Summit to take place in October 2020
Mack Brooks Exhibitions has today announced the postponement of Eu-
roBLECH, which was scheduled to take place at the Hanover Exhibition 
Grounds in Germany from 27 to 30 October 2020. The new dates for 
the next EuroBLECH, 26th International Sheet Metal Working Technolo-
gy Exhibition, are 9 -12 March 2021. This decision was taken after ex-
tensive conversations with all exhibitors and partners over recent weeks 
and months who have expressed their preference not to hold the show 
in October, in light of the ongoing Covid-19 crisis. Uncertainties around 
travel restrictions in order to maintain the truly international character of 
the EuroBLECH event were also a concern to many participants. 
Speaking about the announcement, Nicola Hamann, Managing Direc-

tor of Mack Brooks 
Exhibitions said: 
“The past months 
have been challen-
ging, in particular 
for the sheet metal 
working industry 
and its related in-
dustry sectors. We 
have seen a decrea-
se in orders of capi-
tal goods and many 

companies are telling us about their challenges in dealing with the im-
pact of the Covid-19 pandemic. Although we have recently received 
authority approval for our Safety and Security concept to hold EuroBLE-
CH in October this year, we have decided to postpone EuroBLECH to 
Spring 2021”.
As part of a recent series of industry surveys, the participants of Euro-
BLECH indicated their requirement to network and conduct business in 
order to pave the way for the recovery of the industry following the Co-
vid-19 pandemic. EuroBLECH will therefore offer a virtual hub for the 
global sheet metal working industry in October: “Following feedback 
from our exhibitors and visitors indicating the need to participate in an 
event, even if not in a physical form, we will organise a Digital Innova-
tion Summit taking place from 27 to 30 October, our planned event slot. 

This Digital Innovation Summit 
will provide our exhibitors with a 
platform to demonstrate their la-
test machines and solutions and 
arrange virtual meetings with in-
ternational visitors. We believe it 
is our duty to assist the industry 
through these extraordinary times 
by offering a market place this 
year as a platform for innovations 
and a starting point for the reco-
very of the industry”, continued 
Nicola Hamann.
The EuroBLECH Team will com-
municate closely with customers 
and partners over the coming we-
eks and months and thank their 
exhibitors, partners, suppliers 
and visitors for their support du-
ring this challenging time. Further 
information on the Digital Inno-
vation Summit containing details 
on the Online Presentation The-
atre for exhibitors, video on de-
mand options and matchmaking 
facilities, will be available shortly.
Every two years, the world’s lar-
gest sheet metal working techno-
logy exhibition attracts top indu-
stry professionals from all over 
the world. The show targets spe-
cialists at all management levels 
in small and medium-sized com-
panies as well as large enterpri-
ses from all key industry sectors. 
Featuring an enormous amount 
of live machine demonstrations, 
EuroBLECH is renowned with in-
ternational sheet metal working 
professionals as the most impor-
tant event to find smart solutions 
and the right machines, equip-
ment and materials for their com-
panies. A total of 56,307 interna-
tional trade visitors attended the 
previous show.
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New date for LAMIERA 2021: 
appointment from 26 To 29 may 2021 
FIERAMILANO RHO will host the 
exhibition dedicated to sheet metal 
forming and cutting technologies
The international calendar of exhibitions is subject to continuous chan-
ges and so is LAMIERA, which should have taken place some months 
before the usual period. Now, we are compelled to rearrange for its 
date, which is definitely scheduled from 26 to 29 May 2021.
For the biennial trade show dedicated to machine tools and technolo-
gies for sheet metal forming and processing it is a “return to the origins”, 
as the exhibition has always been held in May.
“The choice of bringing forward the event – stated Massimo Carbonie-
ro, President of UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE – as we have widely 
communicated, arose from the need to offer the maximum opportunities 
of visibility to the exhibiting companies, especially to the Italian ones, 
which have the possibility to take part in two events of great importance 
in 2021: LAMIERA and EMO MILANO 2021, the world metalworking 
exhibition, alternately hosted in Hanover and Milan”.
“Unfortunately, the schizophrenia driving the choices of some exhibi-
tion organisers makes it really difficult for the enterprises to manage 
their participation in the trade shows, as they risk seeing an overlapping 
of the dates of the events in which they usually take part. 
Therefore, in order to meet the requirements of the exhibiting compa-
nies in the best way – stressed Alfredo Mariotti, General Manager of 

New General 
Manager 
at Coherent 
Mainz
Mainz, Germany, July 1, 2020 
– Coherent announces that Dr. 
Markus Klein is appointed to the 
position of General Manager for 
the diode laser facility located in 
Mainz, Germany. 
“With his long experience in the 
opto-semiconductor industry, as 
well as his managerial experien-
ce, Dr. Klein will lead the reor-
ganization and the transforma-
tion of the site formerly known 

as DILAS Dioden-
laser GmbH, into 
a fully-integrated 
Coherent business 
unit”, comments 
Juergen Jandeleit, 
Coherent VP of 
Diode Compo-
nents. “In addition 
to the transforma-
tion agenda, close 
collaboration with 
Coherent facilities 

and enhancing global service to 
Coherent customers is a major fo-
cus for Dr. Klein.”
Markus Klein will be leading the 
facility in Mainz, which is de-
veloping and manufacturing hi-
gh-power diode-lasers in a wide 
range of powers and wavelen-
gths, including OEM componen-
ts and integrated laser systems. 
Markets and applications served 
are laser pumping, medical, ma-
terial processing, semiconductor 
inspection, printing, defense, and 
scientific.
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an increase of all main indicators. 
By moving to Milan, the trade 
show proved its great potential 
and achieved even more satisfac-
tory results in 2017 and then in 
2019.
In particular, with 518 exhibitors, 
i.e. 6% more than in 2017, and 
an exhibition area grown by 25% 
to 50,000 sq. m., the 2019 edi-
tion of LAMIERA registered a si-
gnificant rise (+11%) even in the 
number of visitors, amounting to 
26,197.
New location and new services, 
in addition to an increased pro-
posal of contents and technolo-
gical products on show are the 
factors that enabled LAMIERA to 
strengthen its position in the in-
ternational scenario over the last 
years.

Machines, plants and equipment 
for processing and cutting  sheet 
metal, tubes, sections,  wires, me-
tal structural work, presses, dies 
and moulds, welding, surface 
treatments and finishing, robots, 
automation, parts, components, 
accessories, tooling, fastener ma-
terials, technical and industrial 
subcontracting, control and qua-
lity systems, metrology, software, 
micromachining, additive tech-
nologies and solutions for the di-
gital factory and energy and pro-
duction streamlining represent 
the heart of the exhibition.
The 2021 edition of the event 
will be organised according to 
the now well-established model: 
around the offering of metal for-
ming machines and technologies 
displayed, there will be dedicated 
Innovation Areas. Robot Planet, 
centred upon industrial robots, 

UCIMU – we decided to move LAMIERA to the end of May, feeling sure 
that the marketing and promotion activities of the enterprises will be 
facilitated, as they remain strictly connected with the attendance at the 
sector’s trade shows, even in difficult periods such as the present one”.

“After all, the data processed by the Economic Studies Department & 
Business Culture of UCIMU, based on the survey of Oxford Economics 
– concluded Massimo Carboniero – highlight that after the slowdown 
of the current year, in 2021, investments in new production technolo-
gies should rise again. The demand for new machine tools in Italy is 
thus expected to grow by 31.5% versus 2020, exceeding 3.5 billion 
euro. Even Europe should be more dynamic, increasing consumption 
by 19.5% to nearly 18 billion euro. Asia, with China in front, should 

have new impetus, registering a 35.3% demand growth and attaining 34 
billion euro, and so should America, expected to invest 11 billion euro 
in new production systems, i.e. 31% more than in 2020”.
Therefore, the appointment with LAMIERA and the best international 
product ranges concerning sheet metal forming, cutting and processing 
machines and technologies, as well as connectivity, robotics and auto-
mation solutions for the industry will be at fieramilano Rho from 26 to 
29 May 2021.
Promoted by UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE, the Italian machine to-
ols, robots and automation systems manufacturers’ association, and or-
ganised by CEU-CENTRO ESPOSIZIONI UCIMU, LAMIERA 2021 aims 
at repeating the success and the great results of the past years, extending 
the positive streak started in 2016.
After the last edition held in Bologna (2016), LAMIERA already showed 
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integrators and machine-tending 
systems; Fabbricafutura, dedica-
ted to software and technologies 
for connectivity and data mana-
gement; Box Consulting, a space 
for consultants and trainers; Sal-
datech, focused on the welding 
sector; Fastener Industry, dedi-
cated to screws, bolts, fastening 
and clamping systems; EcoCoa-
tech, regarding the processes for 
sheet-metal painting and coating 
and Blech Italy, reserved for sub-
contracting and services for the 
industry.
To complete the product offering 
on show, LAMIALAMIERA will 
propose conferences with discus-
sions on specific topics with opi-
nion leaders and experts, as well 
as presentations of innovative te-
chnologies by the exhibitors.
To fully take advantage of the re-
covery expected from the begin-
ning of 2021, likely to become 
stronger during the year, thus, the 
enterprises of the metal forming 
world have a double opportunity: 
the participation in LAMIERA in 
May and in EMO MILANO 2021 
in October, both of them hosted 
at fieramilano Rho.
In order to incentivise the compa-
nies of the sector to take part also 
in EMO MILANO 2021, which is 
back in Italy again after six years 
and after the success of the 2015 
edition, there will be a special fee 
called “LAMIERA-EMO MILANO 
2021 Ticket”: a formula offering 
a discount on the participation 
in LAMIERA for those who will 
have already sent an application 
to exhibit at EMO MILANO 2021 
within 17 March 2021, (details 
are available on the website la-
miera.net).

Cube 350 wins the Red Dot Design 
Award 2020
We are proud to announce that we have won the Red Dot Design Award 
2020 for our new compact Centerless Grinding Cube 350! The Red Dot 
Award is an international design competition for product design, com-
munication design and design concepts.
The evaluation process is based on various judging criteria which are 
constantly adapted to new technical, social, economic and ecological 
requirements. They provide an orientation framework, which is comple-
mented by each individual juror according to his or her expertise and 
socio-cultural background.

The judging criteria include amongst others:
Degree of innovation
Functionality
Formal quality
Ergonomics
Durability
Symbolic and emotional content
Product periphery
Self-explanatory quality
Ecological compatibility

TSCHUDIN partnered with the Industrial Machines Design Expert Enri-
que Luis Sardi to develop another brilliant product together. The Cube 
350 impressed the jury with a self-contained, unusually elegant appe-
arance. Thanks to an innovative layout, the machine is both ergonomic 
and efficient at the same time.
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Minimal installation area
What sets the Cube 350 apart in particular is its very small installation 
area (2558 x 1735 x 1320 mm). Users only need access to the rear of 
the machine to perform maintenance and servicing tasks, which means 
that several machines can be positioned together without any gaps. The 
philosophy when developing the Cube 350 was to have “minimal area 
and maximum efficiency”.

Unique design
The grinder can be manually loaded in a safe and ergonomic way both 
by right-handed and left-handed users – a feature for which a patent 
application has been filed. The machine has a unique design with di-

gitalised set-up and grinding 
processes to ensure the hi-
ghest possible process sta-
bility and machine availabi-
lity. Linear drives on the X, 
U and W axes ensure flexi-
bility and productivity. The 
Cube 350 was specifically 
developed for machining 
small components with part 
diameters of up to 20mm.

Low-maintenance machine design
The Cube 350’s simple and low-maintenance machine design helps to 
reduce operating costs. The natural granite machine frame and carriages 
guarantee thermostable, high-precision and a safe grinding processes. 
One major benefit of the machine is that it allows for easy and CE-com-
pliant loading and unloading outside the grinding zone. Tschudin’s 
“easy” software, which the company developed in-house, makes the 
device easy to operate and automate.

A wide range of process options
The patented, movable workpiece support ensures that the following 
range of process options is available: Roughing and finishing in a dual 
cycle, grinding sharp edges and controlled dressing of taper and radius. 
Its areas of application include plunge-cut grinding, grinding several 
operations in a single cycle, oscillation of the component during grin-
ding and throughfeed grinding. This versatility means that the Cube 350 
is suitable for a wide range of applications – from toolmaking for very 
small batch sizes to medical technology and mass production in the 
automotive industry. Various materials can be processed – from steel to 
aluminium, glass, titanium, carbon, ceramics, germanium and silicon, 
amongst many others.

Creaform’s 
Extends its 
Portfolio of NDT 
Solutions for 
the Oil and Gas 
industry with 
the Go!SCAN 
3D White Light 
Scanner
The ideal 3D scanning techno-
logy for fast and simple pipeline 
integrity assessments. 
Creaform, the worldwide leader 
in portable and automated 3D 
measurement solutions, today 
announced that the Go!SCAN 3D 
has been added to the company’s 
lineup of non-destructive testing 
(NDT) technologies for the oil 
and gas industry. 
“The Go!SCAN 3D white light 
scanner requires less preparation 
time, so technicians can carry 
out inspections on a pipe faster, 
reducing time spent in the di-
tch. It is really the ideal surface 
inspection tool for service com-
panies looking for measurement 
speed and affordability. The Go!-
SCAN 3D really complements 
Creaform’s NDT offering, which 
already included the well-known 
HandySCAN 3D handheld scan-
ner. The HandySCAN 3D remains 
the go-to solution for NDT inte-
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SPAC Start Impianti 21: 
the new version of CAD 
for electrical design
SDProget Industrial Software launches SPAC Start Impianti 21, the 
electrical CAD, simple and intuitive, with AutoCAD OEM graphics engi-
ne under permanent license.
Dedicated to designers, installers and manufacturers in the electrical 
sector, SPAC Start Impianti 21 is the new version of the most popular 
CAD for the design of civil, industrial and tertiary electrical systems. 
SPAC Start Impianti 21 includes the AutoCAD OEM graphic engine un-
der permanent license, it is equipped with a simplified graphic interface 
that makes it an extremely intuitive and easy to use industrial software. 
It allows to import an architectural dwg/dxf file, a pdf file, a scanned 

image and directly draw a 2D or 3D plan.
SPAC Start Impianti is characterized by the exclusive Project Center, a 
simple and fast design system that offers completeness of CAD com-
mands specific to the sector, as well as richness and specialization of the 
database of components in the archive and implementable by the user 
himself. Through the Project Center you work for elements, whether 
they are single boxes, plant portions or complete rooms. In practice, 
first the elements of the project are composed from the rich catalogues 
of the main manufacturers and then these can be used in the drawing by 
dragging them within the 2D plan or the 3D environment. The system 
automatically calculates all the components as well as the accessories, 
such as supports, plates and covers necessary to compose the complete 
order. A sophisticated link between the drawing and the project ensures 

grity teams looking for high reso-
lution, optimal accuracy, or 3D 
scanning on large surface areas,” 
said Jérôme-Alexandre Lavoie, 
Product Manager at Creaform. 
“Both 3D scanners are equally 
viable solutions for pipeline in-
spection teams but deliver diffe-
rent benefits. Compared to tra-
ditional methods, such as a pit 
gauge, our 3D scanners offer un-
matched accuracy, repeatability, 
and on-site reporting.” 
The Go!SCAN 3D offers the same 
performances of the previous 
generation of HandySCAN 3D 
— but enables faster field deploy-
ment. In addition, Creaform has 
released a new version of its NDT 
software, Pipecheck 6.0. Pipe-
check 6.0 features an additional 
module for wrinkle analysis. This 
module will enable technicians 
to identify and assess wrinkles 
on pipelines, which can greatly 
impact the long-term integrity of 
pipes and drive maintenance co-
sts up. 
“NDT and NDE service compa-
nies as well as pipeline owners 
can now benefit from a module 
that, when used with a 3D scan-
ner, improves the reliability of 
assessing wrinkles on energy pi-
pes,” added Mr. Lavoie. “Quality 
data regarding wrinkles can be 
captured faster, which inevitably 
leads to engineering teams ma-
king better decisions. This wrink-
le analysis module will ultimately 
help save on overconservative 
maintenance costs as well as car-
ry out more effective preventative 
maintenances and repairs.” 
Join us for our webinar on Sep-
tember 23 and get the chance to 
ask an expert about Pipecheck´s 
Newest Features for Asset Integri-
ty Assessment.
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that any changes made to the list of project elements are immediately 
updated on the planimetry and vice versa.

SPAC Start Impianti 21 has convenient basic functions to quickly draw 
and process functional and auxiliary diagrams, complete with some au-
tomatic processing:

• Library of IEC symbols and auxiliary components
• Sealing of components, wires and terminals
• Composition of terminal blocks
• Cross-reference processing
• Material archive management
• Generation of BOMs
• Legend of component functions

Using SPAC Start Impianti 21 it is possible to draw the single line dia-
gram of the plant thanks to the new DB Center that offers the possibility 
to drag on the planimetry the electrical and topographical symbols, cre-
ate new codes in the archive and compile and keep updated the data 
tables.

Through the use of simple print commands, SPAC Start Impianti 21 al-
lows you to print the single-wire diagrams, but also to reproduce or 
export the bills of materials and summary tables of pipes and cables in 
Microsoft Excel.
SPAC Start Impianti 21 allows to automatically generate the Declaration 
of Conformity (DI.CO), to include the bills of materials made with SPAC 
Start Impianti and EasySol, to attach the drawing of the single row plants 
and the plans. The application also allows you to quickly create the 
plant booklet or any compliance.

Moreover, thanks to SPAC Data Web, the largest library of electrical 
components that can be synchronized online, with just a few clicks 
directly from the software, maintenance contract holders can access the 
constantly updated materials database.

SPAC Start Impianti 21 is compatible with Opera4SPAC, the new te-
chnology to bring the diagrams directly into the hands of technicians, 
electricians and maintenance technicians while on site or around the 
world, exploiting the power of the Opera Industry Cloud by Remorides.

SPAC Start Impianti 21 is also compatible with SPAC EasySol 21, the 
CAD software for the design of photovoltaic systems that combines 
scientific rigor with great ease of use. Within the Italian panorama, SPAC 
Start Impianti 21 is the only design program that allows, in real time, to 
know the price of materials, availability and delivery times.

Belgrave 
& Powell 
Completes 
the Strategic 
Acquisition of  
Certain Assets 
of Addition 
Manufacturing 
Technologies 
Limited
Belgrave & Powell Limited, a spe-
cialist engineering services group 
announce with effect from 26th 
May 2020 to have acquired as-
sets, IP and goodwill from Addi-
tion Manufacturing Technologies 
Limited (Addition) based in Pre-
ston, Lancashire, UK. Operating 
from the same facility in Walton 
Summit, Preston the business will 
now trade under the name Addi-
son Forming Technologies Limi-
ted. Terms of the transaction were 
not disclosed. 
Addition were a leading global 
supplier of tube bending equip-
ment and tooling to the aerospa-
ce, automotive and nuclear indu-
stries and with the acquisition, 
Addison Forming will continue 
to offer a comprehensive range 
of services and products to its 
extensive customer base and will 
also now offer new solutions in-
cluding automation and robotics.
Paul Ward, a partner in Belgrave 
& Powell, will lead the company 
as part of Belgrave & Powell’s 
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Machine Technology Group and 
commented; “Despite the uncer-
tain current economic climate we 
recognised the long term value 
with this activity, the highly skil-
led workforce and the its historic 
global reputation for quality and 
innovation. Our vision is to pro-
vide our clients with unsurpassed 
service, quality and technology. 
We are delighted with this acqui-
sition as it is a key advancement 
in support of our vision, comple-
menting our existing specialist 
services companies but allowing 
us to accelerate our ambitions in 

terms of offering complex auto-
mation and robotic solutions to 
our extensive customer base. The 
retained team have some of the 
best skills in the world in the field 
of tube bending solutions, tooling 
design and automation and with 
the support of the group we will 
offer immediate benefit to histori-
cal and new customers requiring 
support in this specialist sector. ”
Belgrave and Powell Ltd is a UK 
based specialist engineering ser-
vices group with activities in-
cluding specialist machine tool 
services, tooling manufacture 
and distribution operating from 
facilities in Preston, Halifax and 
Tamworth. Businesses in the 
group include Weld UK, Dean 
Smith & Grace, GAC Rail, Tech-
ni-grind and Maydown Interna-
tional. 

Unigrip 3.0 by KASTO
fast access for metal wholesalers
The increased demand in the cut-to-size sheet segment was really ma-
king storage space tight at AMCO Metall Service GmbH’s premises, so 
the Bremen-based company was searching for a new storage solution 
– and KASTO came to the rescue. The specialist company from Achern 
in Baden, Germany installed a Unigrip 3.0 long goods storage system. 
Since then, AMCO has enjoyed increased productivity and fast access 
to materials and finished parts.
In 1980, a group of experts founded AMCO Metall Service GmbH with 
the aim of reliably supplying commercial customers with semi-finished 
products made of non-ferrous (NF) metals. Today, the company has 270 
employees and an annual turnover of around €100 million. Each year, 
AMCO supplies 25,000 tons of non-ferrous metals to customers in the 
mechanical & plant engineering, metal processing & construction and 
transportation & shipbuilding sectors. The company’s main sales regions 
are Germany, France, Austria and the Netherlands. 
7,000 tons of materials made of brass, copper, aluminium and bronze 
are permanently stored on an area of 55,000 m². The company’s busi-
ness is based on the NF metal trade, cast sheet production and CNC 
(Computerized Numerical Control) machining. Bars, profiles, plates and 
sheets are cut to size in the Service Centre in accordance with customer 
requirements. Low-stress cast sheets which are challenging to handle 
are produced in various thicknesses and dimensions. AMCO has a mo-
dern machine park with various sawing centres, as well as 3- and 5-axis 
machining centres, and the company also offers CAD/CAM-supported 
finishing.

Space had become scarce
The positive business development in the parts pre-cutting and order 
picking segments presented AMCO with a new challenge: “We nee-
ded additional storage space to expand this growth segment. We also 
needed to renew our shelving technology,” says Jan Hendrik Schmidt, 
Managing Director of AMCO. The requirements were clearly defined: 
The new solution had to ensure high availability and make efficient use 
of the available space. 
Processing and picking 
also had to be linked 
to the system. Material 
damage caused by han-
dling and storage had 
to be avoided and the 
AMCO decision makers 
also wanted to reduce 
the unit picking costs per order item.
The Bremen-based company found a suitable project partner some 600 
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Service Centre has access to the 
storage facility at all times via 
KASTO Remote Assistance. The 
Centre uses the Remote Desktop 
Protocol to remotely control all 
functions of the KASTOlogic. 
Changes to the program or para-
meters can be carried out cost-ef-
fectively, without the need for 
KASTO staff on site.

A rewarding investment
For AMCO, the investment in 
the KASTO solution has paid 
off handsomely. “Our goals and 
expectations have been fully met. 
Materials and finished parts are 
logically stored and access is fast 
and reliable,” says Jan Hendrik 
Schmidt. The storage facility per-
fectly fulfils its function as a buf-
fer for finished pre-cut parts. Sch-
midt is also pleased about other 
process advantages. “Damage 
is now largely ruled out during 
transport or handling of the ma-
terial,” he says. AMCO was also 
able to significantly reduce its fle-
et of forklift trucks, as the storage 
system independently provides 
the required materials at the right 
place at the right time.
The cooperation with the KASTO 
employees was also very positive. 
“Optimisations and adjustments 
take place continuously and are 
efficiently supported by KASTO,” 
praises Jan Hendrik Schmidt. Te-
chnical optimisations in the run-
ning-in phase were quickly and 
fully completed. The new stora-
ge system went into operation 
promptly at AMCO “because the 
cooperation at the operational le-
vel was very good.”

kilometres further south in Germany. However, KASTO certainly wasn’t 
an unknown entity for AMCO, because since 2013 the metal specialist 
company has been using a Unicompact 3.0 long goods storage system 
with which AMCO is 100% satisfied – and there have also been very 
productive contacts between the two companies for sawing technolo-
gy, another KASTO mainstay. KASTO also had other advantages: “We 
were very enthusiastic about KASTO’s impressive depth of added value 
compared to their competitors.  It covers a wide range from software 
development to the supply of spare parts. The KASTO employees also 
gave us very competent advice before we placed the order,” explains 
Jan Hendrik Schmidt. Existing and proven interfaces also ensured simple 
integration into AMCO’s ERP system. 

1,365 new storage cassettes
After the contract was awarded in October 2016, the steel structure was 
delivered and assembled in June 2017 – and five months later, AMCO 
accepted the storage facility. KASTO built its Unigrip 3.0 in Bremen with 
a length, width and height of 68, 21+ and 6.7 metres respectively. Five 

cassette types are 
available with len-
gths from 6.5 to 6.7 
metres and a width of 
1.6 metres. The load 
per cassette is three 
tons. AMCO now has 
a total of 1,365 new 
storage locations. The 
storage and retrieval 
machine (SRM) has 
a particularly stream-
lined design and tra-
vels longitudinally at 

speeds of between 2 and 120 metres per minute. It has laser measuring 
systems for precise position detection. Contour controls ensure that no 
goods protrude, which would hinder a smooth process.
The KASTOlogic control concept is based on consistent decentralisa-
tion. The linking of all the components such as drive controllers, manual 
control units and weighing electronics is carried out via the standard 
Profibus DP fieldbus. AMCO can create or change article data quickly 
and easily and receives reliable information on inventories and casset-
te availability. Storage zones can be managed accordingly, to optimise 
the SRM’s travel routes, for instance. Incoming orders are automatically 
assigned to the relevant processing stations. The Unigrip storage facility 
is used for equipping saws with sheets and remnants in accordance 
with the cutting plans and also for storing pre-cut parts and remnants 
after sawing. For the picking of customer orders, the storage system then 
makes sheets and cut-to-size parts available on an order-related basis. 
For fast fault diagnosis and help with operating problems, the KASTO 
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100 presentations 
in five days 
METAV 
exhibitors also 
impressive in 
Web format
Participants from over 60 coun-
tries registered to take part in the 
METAV Web Sessions – Further 
events now planned
The launch of the METAV Web 
Sessions has been an all-round 
success. There was plenty of in-
teresting content on a wide range 
of production-related topics and 
trends according to the motto 
“Let’s talk about innovation”. The 
first major virtual metalworking 
event of its kind was also a te-
chnical success, with few if any 
major hitches.
Last week, over 80 METAV 2020 
reloaded exhibitors gave 30-mi-
nute presenta-tions, some in En-
glish, to their customers. The pre-
sentations covered all the major 
product topics from machine har-
dware and software through to 
com-ponents and services.
At the end of the week it became 
clear that this was well received. 
Each of the almost 1,600 visitors 
from over 60 countries attended 
an average of just over three ses-
sions. A total of around 5,000 
sessions were booked. “The fe-
ed-back from all those who took 
part was overwhelmingly posi-
tive. It shows that our exhibitors 
are more than capable of putting 
on an impressive show for their 
customers – even on the Web,” 
reports an enthusiastic Stephanie 
Simon, Trade Fairs Project Ma-

nager at the VDW and organiser of the METAV 
Web Sessions.
Alma Zicher, who is responsible for marketing at 
the software developer PSI in Berlin, Germany, 
points out: “The METAV Web Sessions were 
planned and run in a relatively short space of 
time. They represented a great opportunity for us 
to get in touch with our customers. Our presen-
ters were given incredible support in preparing 
for this digital form of presentation. The length of 
the presentations keeps the whole thing exciting 
and compact.”
And Philipp Dahlhaus, Head of Product Management at Paul Horn 
GmbH in Tübingen, Germany, adds: “In these extraordinary times, the 
METAV Webs Session are a great way to raise the awareness of our cu-
stomers and other interested parties in the latest developments. We were 
also impressed by how smoothly everything ran.”
International audience for the METAV Web Sessions
The Sessions were preceded by an intensive PR campaign to promote 
the event worldwide. Online channels were mainly used for this due to 
the short preparation time. The participating companies also provided 
strong support by actively informing their customers about the event 
and inviting them to attend. “The whole thing was very worthwhile,” 
says Stephanie Simon, sum-ming up. Customers from countries near 
and far registered to attend. After Germany, the front-runners were vi-
sitor groups from India, Switzerland, Aus-tria, Spain and the Nether-
lands. Some companies “sent” along class-size groups. Representatives 
of big-name companies such as ABB, BFW (India), BMW, Daimler, Fe-
sto, HP, Kami (South Korea), Liebherr and Linde Worldwide were also 
present.
The format of the METAV Web Sessions offered an excitingly structured 
plat-form to a large number of providers simultaneously, just like the 
actual METAV. There are plans for further such events in the run-up to 
METAV 2020 reloaded next March. “Despite the crisis, the Web Ses-
sions have enabled us to address not only our own customers but also a 
wider audience, too. The METAV Web Sessions provide a joint forum for 
various exhibitors, but they also bundle a range of digital developments 
under a single brand,” agrees Char-lotte Breitwieser, Marketing Manager 
at Datron AG in Darmstadt, Germany. Christian Weiler, Head of Deve-
lopment, Industrie-Partner GmbH Radebeul-Coswig, Germany, conclu-
des: “The digital format takes a bit of getting used to at first, but we’re so 
grateful for this opportunity and are interested in par-ticipating again.”
Further Web Sessions planned
The wait will not be too long. “The VDW will be exploring topical ME-
TAV de-velopments in one-day sessions at regular intervals until ME-
TAV 2020 re-loaded,” announces VDW Executive Director Dr Wilfried 
Schäfer. The pro-gramme will be published and the invitations sent out 
soon. “With our partner IndustryArena, the first METAV Web Sessions 
went off without a hitch”, says Stephanie Simon, organiser of the ME-
TAV Web Sessions Stepha-nie.
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SLM Solutions and its two 
collaborations between present 
and future
SLM Solutions partners with MAGNET to additively manufacture pla-
stic injection molds for frontline healthcare worker face shield pro-
duction

As part of its Additive Alliance Against Corona initiative, SLM Solutions 
has metal 3D printed plastic injection tooling molds that help produ-
ce face shield headbands for the Manufacturing & Advocacy Growth 
Network (MAGNET), a manufacturing consulting firm in Ohio. SLM So-
lutions 3D printed the molds in its Wixom, Michigan facility enabling 
MAGNET to save time and money in additively manufacturing the too-
ling needed to produce the face shields quickly.
For more than 30 years, MAGNET has been driving Northeast Ohio’s 
manufacturing growth by supporting small and mid-sized manufactu-
rers. They provide hands-on support with business consulting, new pro-
duct design, operations excellence, and workforce innovation, bringing 
industry, education, and community leaders together to create tomor-
row’s manufacturers. With the outbreak of the COVID-19 virus, the Go-
vernor of Ohio realized that face shields for frontline healthcare profes-
sionals would be required. He formed the Ohio Manufacturing Alliance 
to Fight COVID-19, of which MAGNET was a part.  
MAGNET was seeking to acquire injection mold tools to assist in the 
manufacturing of the face shields, specifically the headbands. Dave 
Pierson, Senior Design Engineer at MAGNET wanted to additively pro-
duce them to bypass conventional supply-chain complications. Pierson 
approached SLM Solutions due to their strong reputation for having re-
liable multi-laser technology. “I chose SLM Solutions because of their 
quad laser system” said Pierson. “We needed the parts as soon as pos-
sible. The speed and throughput that their quad laser machine has avai-
lable was a critical aspect of the decision to work together.”   
At the time, SLM Solutions had just launched the Additive Alliance 

Against Corona initiative to com-
bat COVID-19 and was happy 
to help. Jill Christner, President 
of SLM Solutions Americas, de-
cided to halt normal day to day 
activities at their Wixom, Michi-
gan facility and give MAGNET’s 
project top priority. “Responding 
quickly to MAGNET’s project was 
important for SLM Solutions” said 
Christner “it is an honor to be a 
small part of the solution to pro-
tect the health and safety of those 
who serve as well as utilizing the 
value of our additive technolo-
gy to quickly produce new pro-
ducts and designs reducing the 
lead time of traditionally casted 
methods.” 
SLM Solutions was able to print 
the mold using 316 stainless 
steel; the build was completed 
in two halves, each taking four 
days to print and one day for 
heat treatment. “SLM exceeded 
my expectations on their quality 
and delivery. Once received, the 
SLM print had to have some finish 
machining and polishing but then 
was quickly mounted to the ma-
chine base and we were up and 
running” said Pierson. “The SLM 
additively manufactured mold is 
now producing face shields that 
are being used by medical profes-
sionals across the state of Ohio.”  
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Productivity leaders - develop-
ment collaboration of Honeywell 
and SLM Solutions bears fruits

Honeywell and SLM Solutions 
achieve an important success in 
their development collaboration 
for the qualification of aluminum 
parts printed with high layer thi-
cknesses. Newly developed pa-
rameter sets for aluminum alloy 
F357, a new beryllium free ver-
sion of AlSi7Mg0,6 (A357), lead 
to considerably improved mate-
rial properties compared to par-
ts produced through die-casting. 
The work between Honeywell 
and SLM Solutions, announced in 
2019, aims to reduce manufactu-
ring times and costs to produce 
3D printed aircraft components 
that meet the high requirements 
of the aerospace industry.
As part of the collaboration that 
kicked off in 2019, Honeywell 
began qualification efforts for 
aluminum builds using an incre-
ased layer thickness of 60 and 90 
µm on their quad-laser SLM®500 
Selective Laser Melting Machine. 
SLM Solutions provided gene-
ric aluminum parameter sets for 
Honeywell to complete material 
qualification to achieve optimal 
material properties. The develop-
ment of these new parameter sets 
for aluminum alloy F357 using 
a layer thickness of 60 µm and 
700 W lasers has now reached 
an important milestone. Material 
properties have significantly in-
creased in comparison to conven-
tional die-cast parts and are now 
exceeding overall acknowledged 
metallic properties for aerospace.
Aluminum alloy F357 is not only 

lightweight but offers a significantly better corrosion resistance and de-
sired mechanical properties, such as high-strength across a wide tem-
perature range in comparison to conventional aluminum alloys. It has a 
great weldability and excellent suitability for post-processing, like me-
chanical machining or electrochemical such as anodizing. This combi-
nation of properties enables F357 to be perfectly suited for thin walled 
and complex structures in, for example, the aerospace or automotive 
industry. Dr. Sören Wiener, Senior Director Technology and Advanced 
Operations at Honeywell Aerospace, comments on his work with the 
SLM®500: “In particular, the open architecture system of the SLM® ma-
chine provides huge advantages like high flexibility and parameter sets 
can be customized. With this open access strategy and the great support 
of SLM Solutions, we step forward to achieving our next goals.”
Benjamin Haas, Product Manager for Materials & Parameters at SLM 
Solutions explains: “It is a privilege to work together with one of the 
leading companies in the aerospace world. This way, we can learn a lot 
from each other leading to perfectly suited, industry proven solutions 
from which all of our customers can benefit”.
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TRUMPF and laser specialist SPI 
Lasers join forces
SPI Lasers to rebrand under TRUMPF banner
TRUMPF and laser specialist SPI Lasers join forces // Offering custo-
mers a diverse range of world class laser products with deep expertise 
across multiple technologies
Ditzingen / Southampton, June 30, 2020 – High-technology company 
TRUMPF today announced a close business cooperation between TRU-
MPF Laser- und Systemtechnik GmbH and SPI Lasers UK Ltd., which 
are both wholly owned subsidiaries of the TRUMPF Group. TRUMPF 
Laser- und Systemtechnik GmbH will combine the business operations 
of SPI Lasers UK Ltd. to bring advantages in industrial applications via 
both disk and fiber technology and enhance customer service offerings. 
As of the 1st July SPI Lasers products will begin to be available via the 
TRUMPF sales channels.
Customers benefit
SPI Lasers UK Ltd. has been a wholly owned subsidiary of the TRUMPF 
Group since 2008, quickly establishing themselves within the group 
as experts in the field of fiber laser design and manufacture. With fi-
ber lasers becoming important laser sources for material processing, 
both companies agree that “joining forces and integrating SPI Lasers 
into TRUMPF is a sensible move for both companies and, more im-
portantly one that will be extremely beneficial for our customers”. This 
value-enhancing step ensures that SPI customers will benefit not just 
from high quality fiber laser products but also first-class standards of 
customer service. In addition, both companies are expecting synergy 
effects and an improved cost structure, e.g. in R&D.
The relevant steps are expected to be completed in the third quarter of 
2020.

New programming software for laser tube cutting machines
NC program ready in seconds // Tools to help design tube connections 
Programming in 3D
TRUMPF has developed a new programming software for laser tube cut-
ting machines called “Programming Tube”. The software executes many 
work steps automatically, so that for many finished parts, no additional 
programming effort is required. The intuitive way of working ensures 
that users get used to the system quickly.
3D design made simple
Programming Tube supports files in all common formats and enables 
the upload and construction of tubes and complete assemblies. When 
it comes to assemblies, the software programs bent connections at the 
touch of a button. These connections replace constructions that nor-
mally consist of several individual tubes. Connection and positioning 

aids between the tubes can also 
be implemented at the touch of a 
button. These aids help to simpli-
fy subsequent production steps, 
e.g. assembly or welding, prevent 
errors and save costs.
Generate NC programs automa-
tically
Programming Tube provides an 
extremely rapid method of pro-
gramming tubes in 3D. Once the 
design process is complete, the 
software performs the program-
ming process automatically. The 
software makes life easier for pro-
grammers by automatically deter-
mining how the laser tube cutting 
machine should eject parts and 
tap threads. Programming Tube 
creates the NC program from the 
thread parameters, including the 
necessary tools and the correct 
processing sequence. The way 
of working is intuitive. Instead of 
typing parameters into a dialogue 
field, they can now be adjusted 
directly on the 3D simulated part 
by simply using the mouse – whi-
ch is less complicated. Users can 
also move the approach position 
of the laser with the help of the 
mouse.
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Printdur HSA: 
new austenitic 
steel. High 
strength and 
nickel-free 
metal powder 
from Deutsche 
Edelstahlwerke
Deutsche Edelstahlwerke (DEW), 
a company in the SCHMOLZ + 
BICKENBACH Group, are expan-
ding their portfolio for additive 
manufacturing. Printdur® HSA is 
a metal powder produced using 
gas atomization, which has an 99 
% austenitic structure in its as bu-
ilt condition. As a consequence, 
the material is non-magnetic. It is 
characterized by significantly im-
proved strength values and offers 
potential to be applied in many 
industries.
Printdur® HSA is ideally suitable 
for selective laser melting, also 
called laser powder bed fusion 
(LPBF). Accordingly, it can easily 
be processed on LPBF systems. 
Compared to typical austenitic 
steels, the material is characteri-
zed by a much higher yield stren-
gth, tensile strength and hardness. 
For example, although the mate-
rial 1.4404 (316L) has established 
itself as the standard steel in ad-
ditive manufacturing, but compa-
red with Printdur® HSA it has a 
much lower strength level. 
The yield strength and tensile 
strength of Printdur® HSA are 
twice as high. Last but not least, 

its high pitting resistan-
ce equivalent number 
(PREN) of 36 demon-
strates the excellent cor-
rosion resistance of the 
new DEW metal powder. 
In its as built condition, 
Printdur® HSA is corro-
sion resistant according 
to SEP 1877 method 2 
(resistance test against 
intergranular corrosion) and ASTM G48 method E (resistance test against 
pitting).
One material for the widest range of applications: be it in mechanical 
engineering, for facilities in the food and chemical industries, pump 
components, the power plants industry or in the automotive industry. 

Interdisciplinary opportunities
Due to the properties mentioned, a wide range of applications can be 
achieved with just one material: whether in mechanical engineering, 
for facilities in the food and chemical industries, pump components, the 
power plant industry or in the automotive industry. 

Although additive manufacturing is not able to replace classic mold 
construction, it can improve the efficiency of the production process. 
For instance, 3D metal printing provides benefits particularly in the ma-
nufacture of complex molds. 

In addition, the construction of prototypes or the production of cores, 
cavities or inserts for tools, dies and molds can help in the manufacture 
of small batches. This is where design freedom and the short production 
time have a positive effect.

DEW customers part of the process chain
When it comes to developing the metal powder, DEW include their 
customers in the complete process chain: starting with the alloying idea 
and the production of the powder, to the ready-to-use prototype and 
component, ending with large-scale production beyond additive ma-
nufacturing. 

DEW’s years of experience in the manufacture of metal powder for 
build-up welding comes to the fore here. The production takes place 
mainly at the plant in Krefeld and is certified according ISO 9001 (qua-
lity management systems) and IATF 16949 (automotive quality manage-
ment). This means that DEW guarantees consistently high quality for all 
their powder materials produced in house.
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Tubi-tech, 
name chosen 
with a social 
contest

It was a social contest that deci-
ded the name of the new bran-
ch of Faenza Spurghi’s business, 
a company that has been active 

for over twenty years in various 
fields, from the disempowerment 
of discharge columns to the cle-
aning of canals and sewers to 
pest control. To these traditional 
services, “Tubi-tech” was added, 
the detection of water leaks from 
pipes through innovative techno-
logies.
The name was chosen through 
a web contest that involved the 
company’s social audience, a 
contest that “got an unexpected 
response, receiving the naming 
proposals from about fifty peo-
ple”, explains administrative ma-
nager Francesco Benelli in the 
article published on the website 
www.ilbuonsenso.net. In the fi-
nal shortlist, Tubi-tech, proposed 
by Marco Calderoni, got the bet-
ter of We tube, Tubo-Buster, Ac-
quafound.

Underground pipes to streamline 
traffic in Los Angeles: the forgotten 
Elon Musk project
An underground network of tunnels for the transport of cars, with ele-
vators connecting to the surface at strategic points, a bit like the metro 
stops, to reduce the traffic of the metropolis. The technology, similar to 
that of Hyperloop, had to be based on very low pressure tubes, inside 
which the capsules containing the vehicles (but also goods and people) 
could easily be “launched”, without having to worry about overcoming 
air resistance. It is one of the many projects - then forgotten - presented 
in 2017 by Elon Musk, the father of Tesla, designed specifically for the 
city of Los Angeles.
FormulaPassion.it then wrote: “In a movie published on Instagram (now 
deleted) you can see a Tesla Model Spark on a white platform, and then 
slowly disappear underground, when the lift is put into operation. The 
test was performed by one of Musk’s companies, the Boring Company, 
founded to build, as agreed with the mayor of Los Angeles, a network of 
underground pipes and elevators that would reduce the surface traffic 
of the metropolis. The project involves a complex network of tunnels in 
which people, cars and goods would be transported in a sort of capsule 
from one point to another in the city in a very short time”. 
The project dedicated to Los Angeles has ended up in oblivion: to stop 
Musk’s sights there are, in particular, landscape, environmental and ur-
ban constraints. The Hyperloop project, a futuristic technology for the 
high-speed transport of goods and passengers inside low-pressure pipes 
in which the capsules are driven by linear induction motors and air 
compressors, remains very topical.
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Also plastic tubes in the stomach 
of the dead sperm whale in Sardinia
Dating back to Spring 2019 the case of 
the pregnant female sperm whale was 
found dead on a beach outside Porto Cer-
vo, the famous tourist resort of Sardinia 
with almost 23 kilos of plastic waste pi-
led up in her stomach. In the belly of the 
cetacean there were also plastic pipes, as 
well as fishing nets and fishing line, pla-
stic bags, disposable plates”.
Plastic is now everywhere in the world, throughout the marine ecosy-
stem and the entire food chain, from seabirds and sea turtles to seals,” 
says Nick Mallos, director of the Trash Free Seas program at the Ocean 
Conservancy, on www.nationalgeographic.it. “It’s a truly global problem 
that feeds on a large scale, and we see the effects of it increasing. Plastic 
pollution has also penetrated the Mediterranean Sea: being a closed sea, 
waste remains stuck in its waters almost forever. A recent Greenpeace 
report estimated that most of the large plastic waste that ends up in Eu-
ropean watercourses (150,000 to 500,000 tonnes each year) spills into 
the Mediterranean Sea.
In response to this crisis caused by plastics, the European Union has 
recently issued a ban on many types of disposable plastics, which will 
come into force in 2021. Unfortunately, not in time to save this whale.

Fitt Yoyo, the Ferrari of garden hoses
Extensible garden hoses. There are dozens of them on the market, they 
all seem to be durable and practical to use, but this is not always the 
case and low cost hoses often cause breakage, water leakage and mal-
function after a few uses.
The top of the range garden hose range is Fitt Yoyo, 
available in different lengths (10, 15, 18, 20, 25 
meters and 30 meters) and in three variants: a bag 
to store it in, a backpack easy to carry or with a 
hook that allows it to be attached to any tap. It has 
various connections that allow it to be connected to different taps and 
is equipped with a multi-jet gun that can be graduated in the power of 
the water jet, with aqua stop fittings, a system that allows the flow to be 
interrupted if the gun is unhooked from the hose. It is extremely light 
but sturdy, it does not twist, it stretches even twice as long as the water 
flow. It has a 5-year warranty (which justifies the cost, from 20 to 50 
euros), does not contain phthalates and PVC and, last but not least, is 
produced in Italy.

Table decoration 
with geraniums, 
apples and... 
glass tubes
A summer table decoration made 
with geraniums, apples and tu-
bes: this is the idea suggested by 
vogue.it. A few cut geraniums, 
apples, glass water pipes, gol-
den spray paint, steel grass and 
pins are enough. You have to re-
move the cores from the apples, 
colour some of the apples with 
golden spray paint and let them 
dry. Then, insert a glass tube into 
each apple and add water until 
they are half full. 
Then simply place the cut gera-
niums in the tubes and decorate 
the apples with blades of grass - 
that’s it.
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